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QUESTION: 101
What are two critical success factors for data source evaluation? (Choose two.)

A. pre-built data rules
B. active executive sponsorship
C. logical data models for all sources
D. full-time participation of data analysts

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 102
Which two measures for defects can be monitored with Audit Stage metrics? (Choose two.)

A. counts
B. percents
C. parts per million
D. variances from benchmark

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 103
What are three benefits of a quality monitoring system? (Choose three.)

A. Identify changes in data ownership.
B. Continually reinforce business users confidence.
C. Detect unexpected changes in source data feeds.
D. Identify deterioration in the data quality condition through trend analysis.
E. Continually identify the users who are querying source and target data sources.

Answer: B, C, D

QUESTION: 104
Which three checks are valid Audit Stage data filter options? (Choose three.)
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A. graphic
B. existence
C. containment
D. reference list
E. ifthenelse

Answer: B, C, D

QUESTION: 105
What are two Audit Stage objects that may be included in a metric? (Choose two.)

A. Macro
B. Metric
C. Filter Set
D. Data Filter

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 106
What defines the purpose of the base check?

A. to select a sample of data from a table
B. to select all data from two tables in a join condition
C. to create an equality condition between data from two tables
D. to select all data from a table with no conditions placed on the selection

Answer: D

QUESTION: 107
Where would you find the Information Analyzer server logs in Windows?

A. C:\IBM\InformationServer\logs
B. C:\IBM\WebSphere\AppServer\logs
C. C:\IBM\InformationServer\ASBNode
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D. C:\IBM\WebSphere\AppServer\profiles\default

Answer: D

QUESTION: 108
You setup a text file data source for importing into Information Analyzer. While in the
metadata discovery, you notice that some of your tables are missing. Which two areas should
you check for problems? (Choose two.)

A. QETEXT.ini file is incorrect.
B. Information Server permissions are incorrect.
C. Database directory is incorrect in ODBC DSN.
D. Data files pertaining to omitted tables are missing.

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 109
Click the Exhibit button.
In the exhibit you see a red error icon next to the Server drop-down box. What are two reasons
why this would happen? (Choose two.) ***Missing Exhibit***

A. incorrect server name
B. ASB Agent service not running
C. server permissions not set correctly
D. WebSphere Application Server not running

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 110
You have been able to run column analysis on some of your tables in a SQL Server data
source. A few of your tables give the following error message: "pxbridge,0: [IIS-CONNODBC-000013] ODBC Info: SQLSTATE = 42000: Native Error Code = 8,180: Msg =
[Microsoft]{ODBC SQL Server Driver][SQL Server]Statement(s) could not be prepared."
What are two ways to correct this error? (Choose two.)
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A. Reconfigure User DSN to System DSN.
B. Use the IBM SQL Server Wire Protocol driver.
C. Re-import table metadata within Information Analyzer.
D. Turn off the quoted identifiers attribute in the DSN configuration.

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 111
When trying to run column analysis, you receive the following error message in the log file:
[IIS- CONN-ODBC-000004] ODBC function "SQLEndTran(SQL_ROLLBACK)" reported:
SQLSTATE = 08003: Native Error Code = 0: Msg = [DataDirect][ODBC lib] Connection not
open. What is the cause of this error message?

A. The parallel engine was not setup or defined correctly.
B. The XMeta repository was not setup or defined correctly.
C. The WebSphere application server was not setup or defined correctly.
D. The Information Analyzer repository was not setup or defined correctly.

Answer: D
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